STAGING is defined as the act of preparing a home for sale in
the Real Estate marketplace. Professional Stagers are
equipped with techniques and solutions to focus on improving a property's appeal by transforming it into a welcoming,
attractive product.
Who benefits from Professional staging…EVERYONE!
A Staging Professional helps the SELLER feel proactive in the
process of selling the home by providing an honest unbiased opinion, as well as extensive knowledge of current
market trends and expectations of potential buyers.
The BUYER benefits from staging by purchasing an updated
“Move In Ready” home that they are excited to move into.
YOU, the REAL ESTATE AGENT benefit from a staging professional by avoiding uncomfortable conversations with clients
about the negatives of the property. Professional stagers
are trained in how to deal with seller’s emotions and offer a
more candid approach to sharing comments and suggestions for improvement with homeowners.
I hope you enjoy this issue of my magazine and find the
staging tips helpful.

ach room has a decorating hierarchy, beginning
with the major focal point of the space. The focal
point establishes the initial point of interest which
typically is the heart of the conversation grouping.
Focal points come in lots of shapes and sizes but
fall under one of the following categories:
* Fixed architectural, arched windows,
bookcases, etc
* Non-fixed-television or artwork
* Natural-the view
As a decorator, the key to establishing the focal
point is keeping in mind what the client appreciates the most, you may walk into their space and
immediately decide their beautiful piece of
artwork is an excellent focal point. From a decorator's stand point, this may be best. But then the
client chose to put it behind the sofa, rather than
being the heart of the grouping. Instead all focus
was made on the television. So consider thinking
of the functionality of your space as you estqablish
the hierarchy.
Begin with the major focal point to center the main
grouping, but as you move around the room,
establish mini-focal points that ground each
vignette or grouping in the room. In every area,
you need to blend functionality, such as a place to
set lighting and to rest a beverage, with creativity.
As you plan your space, picture yourself in each
area, is there something pleasing everywhere you
look. Strive for placement that creates the eye path
and connects it with the various focal points
throughout the space.
Great decorating is creating a space that makes
people happy to be there and also feel at ease. By
establishing the hierarchy of the space, there
would be a natural visual organization that makes
the room feel planned, purposeful and polished.

Staging is a compeve sport. It requires an understanding of the
aesthecs of the property and the business of staging. The average buyer looks at 15 properes before making a purchase. The
winning property is the house that increases the percepon of
value, resulng in a sale. The key is to focus on what the buyer
values, i.e. the illusion of a happier family life, 'the perceived success that comes from a home located at a speciﬁc address, etc.
and zoning in on it. Staging in the Zone, successfully moves the
property from the “Show Zone” to the “Sold Zone”.

The Skyline Zone-76” up to and including ceiling
Ceiling height can impact the illusion of overall space in a
room. Use staging to add the illusion of height.
* Mount draperies minimum of 6” over window
* Add mid value color to ceiling in rooms where ambi
ance is a factor such as dining rooms
* Do not use rods smaller than ½” diameter
* Remove top treatments that block sunlight and
date a room
* Use on-trend window treatment styles, remove
dated mini-blinds and curtains
* Chandelier Sizes are crical, use the Zone formula to
ensure proper size

